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To make sure you are getting a unique and authentic experience, we 
have patented our signature design of burned wood.

Ekustik registered trademark: no. 018504053

Registered design: no. 008611321-0006 and 008611321-0007

patented design

how to use

cream white grey black bordeaux dark green

colours

king’s cape
red

performance

60 x 120 x 27 cm (width x height x depth)

Weight approx. 21 kg

dimensions

100% Czech handmade product with a quality guarantee 

Contains eco-friendly PET felt Envizol (recycled plastic)

Safe and healthy materials only: no glass or mineral wool used

Instant absorption of low-frequencies between 40 - 80 Hz, additional 
absorption of frequencies 200 Hz+

Luxury wood finish 

Corner placement - wall hanging system includedCorner placement - wall hanging system included

Made to measure version available on request

properties

eco-friendly made in the Czech
Republic

handmade honest work

king’s cape
gold

custom

description

Featuring a high-performance membrane technology, Woody Wavy is 
a handcrafted acoustic absorber designed to tame the lowest 
frequencies. 

Combining the technologies used in the membrane as well as Combining the technologies used in the membrane as well as 
conventional porous absorbers, Woody Wavy offers the biggest 
absorption effectiveness you can find. Designed to sit or hang in the 
corner of the room, Woody Wavy boasts exceptional effectiveness at 
the lowest frequencies (40-80 Hz) while doing a very good job in mid 
and high frequencies as well.

Superior efficiency
The absorber features a heavy yet flexible diaphragm that works like The absorber features a heavy yet flexible diaphragm that works like 
a spring thanks to an air-tight cavity behind it. When low-frequency 
sound energy hits the membrane, it causes it to vibrate, transforming 
energy into vibrations. There is also an additional porous layer behind 
the membrane that the air is pushed through, as well as a thin 
absorption layer in front of it.

This sophisticated solution ensures superb functionality because both This sophisticated solution ensures superb functionality because both 
low and high frequencies are absorbed while giving you perfect 
control over the reverberation of the room.

bass trap - woody wavy

Woody Wavy


